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Title of Walk A circuit from Benimaurell via Fleix - anticlockwise

Location of Start Benimaurell

Key Statistics for walk - Distance in km 5.5

Key Statistics for walk - Ascent in m 200

Key Statistics for walk - Walking time and 
total completion time including any stops

1hr 16mins
2 – 2.5hrs

Key Statistics for walk - Grade (using CBMW 
system)

E/B

Grid reference of start point (if known) Lat:- 38.773525  Long:- -0.127544

Directions to Start On entering village take first right and follow road 
around edge of village. Park in car park next to Bar 
Les Rogetes (old Bar Oasis)

Short walk description A very pleasant walk and an excellent appetiser before
lunch. Although this is an easy walk as defined by 
taking less than 4.5 hours and with a total ascent not 
exceeding 200m the final section of the walk is, 
however,  steep which will need to be taken at a slow 
pace with ample stops to rest.  Some stunning 
scenery. 

Full Walk Description Elapsed 
Walking 
Time/Distance 
so far

If you prefer to start and end the walk from the hotel above the village then the stats 
are increased by 0.75km, 10mins. and ascent by 54m.

With the exception of the middle section the walk is Y/W marked throughout.

Turn L out of the car park then, after 20m, take the first R into the village. Go round to 
the R, ignore a road that joins on your RHS, and continue into the Church square. Leave 
the square from the RH corner, take the second L into Carrer del Princep. Continue over 
a cross road, turn L at the end then, after 20m, turn R onto a concrete surfaced track 
that takes you out of the village. (3mins, 0.280m)

After approx 100m ignore the path that joins on your RHS signed, at the time of writing,
“De Garga 2.76km” and 40m further on turn L into an unmarked track. Continue on this 
track until a path joins on your RHS. (6mins, 0.39km)

 

3mins, 0.28km

9mins 0.67km
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Turn R onto this path and continue, past and close to a house, then zig zag up to an 
orchard. Turn L and continue through the orchard to a rarely used track on the other 
side. (10mins, 0.57km)

Turn L down this track and, after 30m go R onto a regularly used track which you stay 
on until it meets a road. (12mins, 0.89km)

Turn L onto this road and, after approx 100m turn R into a road that joins. Continue 
down this road ignoring any others that join until you reach the village of Fleix. After 
entering the village go R down to a crossroad and turn L. Ignore another road that joins 
on your RHS, and continue to a main road. (14mins, 1.11km)

Turn L onto this road, go round a LH bend, cross the road and turn R onto a country 
road. (2mins, 0.15km)

Go past the village Lavadora and Font Grossa, ignore a path that joins on your RHS 
signed “Juvees d'Enwig 3.4km” (km 3.64) and a concrete surfaced track on your LHS 
going up (km3.98) and continue to where a track joins on your RHS. (9mins, 0.69km)

Turn R onto this track, go R at a fork (km4.13) and continue to where it joins a road. 
Turn L up this road that rises steeply. Continue to the top of the rise where a track joins 
on your RHS. (14mins, 1.02km)

Go R onto this track then, after 20m, turn first L and L again after a further 60m down 
the side of a cemetery. Continue past the cemetery, then a childrens play area up to a 
road. (4mins, 0.21km)

Turn R up this road and back to the cars (2mins, 0.14km) 

19mins, 1.24km

31mins, 2.13km

45mins, 3.24km

47mins, 3.39km

56mins, 4.08km

1hr10min,5.10km

1hr14min,5.31km

1hr16min,5.45km

Walk Recommendations or restrictions None

See map below....................



Route followed is outlined in Red


